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Executive Summary
S E C T I O N  1

For-benefits are a rapidly growing 

class of organization, which has 

been emerging, for decades, 

at the intersection of the three 

traditional sectors (public, private, 

and nonprofit).. Like nonprofits and governmental 

agencies, for-benefits pursue one or more social or 

environmental objectives as their primary purpose. 

And like for-profit companies, they earn their revenues 

primarily through the sale of products and services in 

the marketplace. 

Historically, compliance and mitigation of reputational 

risk have been the primary lenses on supply-chain 

sustainability. However, businesses are increasingly 

aware that traditional, extractive supply chains 

and business models are an economic liability – a 

process of recognition that has been hastened by the 

COVID-19 crisis. To keep consumers happy and supply 

chains resilient, brands must take responsibility for 

downstream conditions.

Leaders with vision are responding by driving better 

social and environmental practices through their value 

chains and sourcing. Practices such as for-benefit 

buying are now enterprise-wide – driven by CEOs 

and at the board level – because they are seen as 

fundamental to the company’s overall performance 

and health. Adopting this deeper approach to 

sustainability has shown measurable impact. From 

improved product quality to stronger consumer loyalty 

and better employee engagement, tangible bottom-

line benefits accrue to corporations willing to make 

the effort.

The underlying approach – where companies 

are leading more-comprehensive efforts to 

address sustainable supply chains – heralds a 

transformational shift across the private sector. 

This revolution has moved beyond rhetoric. A 

growing number of chief executives are taking 

public positions to encourage sustainability. In 2019, 

through the Business Roundtable, CEOs of 180+ 

leading corporations pledged to focus not solely on 

maximizing shareholder return but also on positively 

impacting the planet and their communities.

Additionally, leading institutional investors have 

publicly announced that their investment decisions 

and capital allocations will now consider each 
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companies’ sustainability strategies. Consumer 

preferences are also shifting: Consumers now 

expect brands to lead the way in driving social and 

environmental change across all aspects of their 

businesses. As a consequence, certification programs 

and startup brands with more-transparent supply 

chains are growing in popularity.

Through for-benefit buying, corporations can help to 

transform businesses within their own supplier base.  

Corporate purchasing power can be leveraged both to 

support emerging for-benefit suppliers and to partner 

with existing suppliers to help them become more 

purpose-driven and sustainable. This process supports 

companies in accelerating their own sustainable 

development and enhancing responsible sourcing 

goals, while improving social and environmental 

outcomes in measurable, reportable ways.

However, in the short term, the execution of for-benefit 

buying requires strong commitment and coordination 

across the C-suite. Successful programs are often 

a result of chief procurement officers’ leading the 

company’s adoption of for-benefit buying practices, 

with strong partners and stakeholders across the 

relevant C-level and executive team (including the CEO).  

The purpose of this guide is to provide key definitions 

and examples of for-benefit enterprises, contextualize 

the for-benefit opportunity and address key 

challenges, and offer a framework for the adoption 

of for-benefit procurement practice. This guide offers 

suggestions and frameworks that a chief procurement 

officer and procurement team can use to roll out 

for-benefit buying practices in an organization. In 

addition to implementing the recommendations in this 

guide, we encourage you to reach out to Fourth Sector 

Group and CARE to identify where your company may 

benefit from external engagement; partnerships and 

alliances can help support your goals in for-benefit 

buying. Increasingly, organizations across industries 

and geographies are pursuing the same objective – 

to drive better social and environmental practices in 

their supply chains – and joining together will help to 

achieve sustainability at scale.
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PUBLIC 
SECTOR

(government)

PRIVATE 
SECTOR

(for-profit)

SOCIAL 
SECTOR

(nonprofit)

FOURTH 
SECTOR

(for-benefit)

Benefit Corporations

Blended Value Organizations

Chaordic Organizations

Civic/Municipal Enterprises

Common Good Corporations

Community Development Corporations

Community Interest Organizations

Community Wealth Organizations

Cooperatives

Cross-Sectorial Partnerships

Ethical Social Institutions

Faith-Based Enterprises

Hybrid Organizations

New Profit Companies

Nonprofit Enterprises

Social Businesses

Social Economy Enterprises

Social Enterprises

Sustainable Enterprises

Tribal Corportations

For decades, a new class of organization has been growing at the intersection of the three traditional sectors 

(public, private, and nonprofit): for-benefits. A for-benefit has two primary attributes:

Definition of the For-Benefit Enterprise
S E C T I O N  2

1. Like nonprofits and governmental agencies, for-benefits pursue one or more social and 

environmental objectives as their primary purpose.  

2. Like for-profit companies, for-benefits earn their revenues primarily through the sale of a 

broad range of products and services that improve quality of life for consumers, create 

jobs, and contribute to the economy.

In a for-benefit, commitment to purpose is designed into the structure, strategy, and feedback systems of 

the organization.
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Defining Characteristics Secondary Characteristics

Social Purpose.
A commitment to mission is embedded 
in the organization’s DNA. Fiduciary duty 
is tied to mission.

Earned Income.
Sales of goods and services generate 
most of the income.

Inclusive Ownership
Ownership rights are allocated among stakeholders in accordance with 
their contributions.

Stakeholder Governance.
Decision rights regarding information and control are distributed among 
stakeholder constituencies.

Fair Compensation.
Employees and other stakeholders are compensated in proportion to 
their contributions.

Reasonable Returns.
Limitations on investment returns protect the organization’s ability to 
achieve its mission.

Social and Environmental Responsibility.
Social and environmental performance is constantly improved 
throughout the stakeholder network.

Transparency.
Social, environmental, and financial performance and impact are fully 
and accurately assessed and reported.

Protected Assets.
Social-purpose assets are preserved upon dissolution, conversion, or 
ownership transfer.

In addition, most for-benefits also have one or more secondary characteristics.

For-benefits are uniquely positioned to address multiple 

global social and environmental challenges. They 

extend the reach of the public and social sectors while 

harnessing the market factors behind the private sector 

to drive impact. The sector is poised for rapid growth 

because of significant demand for purpose-driven 

businesses among consumers, investors, and workers. 

Corporate purchasing power can be leveraged to 

create incentives for new for-benefit suppliers to join 

their value chains. By creating incentives for new 

for-benefit suppliers to join their value chains and by 

converting existing suppliers to for-benefit, companies 

can accelerate their own sustainable development and 

enhance responsible sourcing goals, while at the same 

time improving social and environmental outcomes.

For more details regarding for-benefit behaviors and architecture, please see Annex 1.
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At the heart of the for-benefit methodology is a new 

model of buyer-supplier interaction where preference is 

given to suppliers that verifiably apply for-benefit practices 

and principles. Applying a for-benefit procurement 

preference is a paradigm shift in the way businesses buy 

materials and services. Unlike traditional procurement, 

which assesses value for money, quality, and risk of 

supply, the for-benefit approach considers factors beyond 

immediate value; it assesses a supplier’s broader activity 

in the market, which covers sustainability practices, 

equality of pay, and other key behaviors. For-benefit 

procurement assesses overall impact of the supplier 

on the environment, society, its employees, and its 

customers in the process of value creation.

The value case for for-benefit suppliers is crucial: 

If a for-benefit supplier “preference” is to be 

meaningful and lasting in your organization’s 

overall strategy, there must be a clearly articulated 

value case in commercial as well as social and 

environmental terms. See below and Annex 2 for 

additional examples to build the value case. See also 

Annex 4 for guidance on how to engage suppliers 

and make the value case for their own organizations 

– such as the preferential commercial treatment 

of for-benefit suppliers, and an opportunity to win 

additional business elsewhere through the validation 

and strengthening of their for-benefit characteristics. 

Below is an illustrative matrix for potential commercial 

and social/environmental value mapped against 

brand and reputation, cost, and risk mitigation 

categories.
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Lower rate of production 
interruptions: more stable, 
high-quality supply from 
for-benefits reduces costs 
associated with production 
interruptions.

Reduction in use of energy, water, 
waste, landfill can impact overall 
costs.

Reduction over time of auditing 
costs (third party or internal 
resources) because for-benefits 
are not triggering social or 
environmental problems.

Build brand position for 
responsibility: build customer loyalty, 
differentiate the brand, gain investor 
approval, attract and retain talent.

Demonstrate positive impact: 
share tangible results with other 
customers, go beyond legal 
requirements.

Keep pace with competitors: 
build/maintain trust with customers, 
be part of a wider movement, avoid 
negative comparisons with more 
sustainable brands.

Demonstrate commitment to 
systemic sustainability: lay the 
foundations for more ambitious 
systems change, play a proactive 
role in wider movement.

Minimize reputational risk: avoid 
cost of supply chain scandals, 
respond to critics, score well in 
sustainability rankings of raw 
materials.

Increase transparency: trust in 
product, accountability to 
stakeholders.

Create long-term resilience and 
security of supply.

More efficient processes result in 
positive social impacts: workers 
that have access to technology 
and other resources that can 
improve their efficiency results in 
increased revenues/productivity 
-there- by improving overall 
livelihoods.

More effective social benefit 
created for wider indirect worker 
base, driving authenticity for the 
brand’s worker/farmer 
development initiatives.

Build social and environmental 
resilience amidst changing 
conditions: e.g. through training & 
support, increase fertility of the 
land in the long-term, 
agro-forestry.

Prevent the use of child/forced 
labor: source from for-benefits 
that are structured to provide 
100% transparency and 
traceability.

COSTBRAND & REPUTATION RISK MITIGATION
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Integration into Total Corporate Strategy 
S E C T I O N  3

To deliver, a for-benefit buying strategy must be integrated into a company’s core strategy. Successful for-

benefit buying has key components across many functions of the company; therefore, a unified, clear vision is 

necessary to unlock its full value.  

The first step is to ensure that the procurement team has a compelling business case in place. After this 

milestone, a chief procurement officer can work with colleagues across the executive committee to integrate 

it into total strategy and ensure that non-procurement functions execute for-benefit buying in their own 

departments’ strategies and objectives. Key activities include: 

• First and foremost, the chief procurement officer should secure a total company commitment on the 

importance of social and environmental responsibility in the company’s value chains. This is imperative to 

rally the entire organization in a shift toward for-benefit buying. Such commitments are becoming more 

common: As of February 2020, almost 25% of the Fortune 500 had tangible climate commitments as part 

of their overall corporate strategy. 

• The chief procurement officer should enlist two to three additional executive champions as partners in 

the for-benefit buying effort. Depending on the organization, these partners could be commercial and/or 

operational leads. Examples include:

o Chief marketing officer: for-benefit suppliers can drive exciting new opportunities in product and pricing; 

o Chief operating officer: for-benefit suppliers can improve reliability and consistency in the supply chain. 

The chief procurement officer can lead this core group of executive champions to drive a top-down, 

comprehensive for-benefit buying initiative. 

• Key performance indicators (KPIs) are very helpful to cascading for-benefit buying throughout large 

organizations – both within procurement and across other critical functions. KPIs translate the total 

company, top-down strategy to the tactical objectives of each team. A detailed mapping of for-benefit 

buying KPIs is important to execute effectively across all functions. Once these KPIs are established, they 

should be incorporated into the company’s ongoing HR and performance management processes.  
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For example, for-benefit buying can integrate into total company strategy and performance 

as follows: 

• Commercial functions: For-benefit suppliers can deliver higher-quality product and/or 

better social and environmental practices throughout the value chain. Consumers are 

increasingly valuing such qualities, creating opportunities for companies to capture this 

value through pricing. To effectively price and incorporate for-benefit supplier product 

in the consumer offering, teams such as product development and marketing need to 

be closely involved in for-benefit buying from the outset. This will ensure the value is 

translated into product specifications. KPIs such as “Average Unit Sale/ Average Unit 

Retail” and “Brand Advocacy Index” can then be used to track the advantages of for-

benefit buying.   

• Operational functions: Switching suppliers may require adaptations in operational 

processes – e.g., added logistics routes to serve new regions, and manufacturing 

processes to incorporate shifts in inputs. When operational partners are included in for-

benefit buying efforts early and in a collaborative manner, these shifts can be executed 

smoothly. KPIs tracking logistics routes in new geographies can be used to track 

support for for-benefit buying. 

• Human resources: HR teams are often excited to share for-benefit suppliers’ improved 

social and environmental impact with the broader employee base. HR team members 

who are closely involved can create meaningful internal communications sharing for-

benefit suppliers’ details, and drive companywide employee engagement. KPIs around 
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employee retention can be tracked to review the impact.  

Once for-benefit buying is established as a total company strategy, a dedicated financial 

investment may be necessary. The value case and overall ROI of for-benefit suppliers is 

strong; however, a short-term investment is almost always required. Successful for-benefit 

buying initiatives allocate a dedicated fund to invest in the shift: 

• As part of the total company strategic planning process, procurement teams (alongside 

their financial partners) can codify the total for-benefit buying financials, including: (1) 

the estimated investment required in the upfront years and (2) the financial upside 

expected in later years. These estimates should then be budgeted for in the company’s 

overall financial planning process – in procurement budgets and others as needed (e.g., 

product teams for COGs implications). As for-benefit buying efforts are established and 

more information is collected, the procurement and financial teams can continue to 

revisit and revise through ongoing financial planning processes.   

• For ongoing management, procurement teams can work with finance to delineate 

investment in for-benefit buying spend vs. “business as usual” year-on-year (YoY) 

procurement savings. It’s important that ongoing reporting (e.g., “spend trackers,” 

financial management documents) separate these two line items. This enables 

procurement teams to pursue for-benefit buying strategies while simultaneously 

demonstrating they are still delivering on their day job of YoY savings. Additionally, it can 

highlight opportunities to capture “business as usual” savings and then reinvest in for-

benefit buying initiatives.
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The following case studies illustrate different types of supplier organizations that exhibit 

specific for-benefit characteristics. 

For-Benefit Case Studies
S E C T I O N  4

A for-benefit organization has a very clear definition – but what does this look like in practice?  What do 

organizations which generate stakeholder benefit as a primary purpose while generating revenue through the market  

look like? 

To better understand these companies, it is helpful to examine them through two lenses: 

• Structure - Through its agreements, processes, and policies, a for-benefit’s structure embeds commitment to its 

Purpose and Principles and amplifies its ability to deliver benefits to stakeholders..

• Functions - Through activities across multiple functional areas, a for-benefit delivers on its Purpose and 

Principles by creating benefits for, and exchanging value with, each of its stakeholders.

For more details regarding how for-benefits are structured and operate, please see Annex 1.
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• Launched in 2010 as a subsidiary of Knights Apparel–Alta Gracia is a 

factory committed to treating everyone with dignity and respect. 

• Products are currently sold across the United States in over 500 

college and university bookstores; expanded to professional sports 

licenses in 2018.

• Partnerships include Fanatics, Barnes & Noble, and Follet. 

• Only certified Living Wage apparel company in the developing world.

For-Benefit Characteristics:

• Factory opened in Villa Altagracia in the Dominican Republic after 

other apparel manufacturers moved operations to Vietnam and 

Bangladesh for lower employment costs.

• Commitment to workers to protect them from abuse and discrimination, 

respect their right to assemble, and pay them a living wage. 

Impact:

• Alta Gracia pays its workers 3.5 times the national Dominican 

minimum wage, and 2.5 times higher than the industry average. 

• The living wage is independently evaluated and adjusted yearly to 

provide a family of four the basic needs of housing, food, healthcare, 

etc.

• 150 unionized employees; healthcare provided for all employees and 

access to services expanded in community through affiliation with 

national health care system. 

CASE STUDY: ALTAGRACIA
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• Started in 2009, ABOCFA is a cooperative of cocoa farmers. 

• Consists of 700 farmers in 13 hamlets. ABOCFA is currently maxed out 

on membership, with a waitlist for those wishing to join.

• Added Fair Trade certification in 2011. 

• Vision: to be a leader in the supply of quality Organic – Fairtrade cocoa 

beans whose members have improved livelihoods and are resilient.

CASE STUDY: ABOCFA

For-Benefit Characteristics:

• Democratic organizational structure: all members vote on governance structure, accountability, and management. 

• Premiums pooled, with 50% going directly back to farmers in cash distributions; remainder used on the 

certification fees, core organization costs, training, agriculture support, and community services.

Impact:

• Provides farmers support through training, pruning and spraying of trees to keep quality consistent and 

decrease burden on members. ABOCFA takes an active role in marketing and engaging with purchasers in 

order to guarantee their cocoa is secured for the premium.  

• Partners such as Tony’s Chocolonely are able to secure 100% traceability (a key marketing and mission 

tenet for the company) and a reliable high-quality source of Fairtrade cocoa.
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Procurement Strategy & Organization Model

Ecosystem Management

Category and Demand Management

Sourcing Contract 
management

Risk 
Management

Supplier 
Management

Purchase to Pay

Analytics

Processes, Data & Systems

E.g. Category Manager integrating 
for-benefit sourcing into the category 
strategy, confirming capacity for a 
for-benefit sourcing pilot.

E.g. Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) 
driving top-down support for social 
impact & for-benefit enterprises.

E.g. Buyer supporting the practical 
development of supplier contracts 
drafted to suit / support a for-benefit 
enterprise.

Procurement Context 
S E C T I O N  5

For-benefit principles need to be embedded throughout the entire corporate procurement strategy in order 

to be implemented effectively, and the value case for for-benefit procurement needs to be communicated 

across the full team.

• Stakeholders within the source-to-order cycle in procurement will have a direct, practical relationship with 

for-benefit suppliers, focusing on executing for-benefit sourcing, ensuring contractual agreements and 

supplier code of conduct reflect for-benefit requirements, mitigating supply and supplier risks, managing 

supplier performance, and collaborating on for-benefit aspects. 

• However, all procurement stakeholders need to be brought into the process of sourcing from for-benefit 

enterprises. Everyone in the procurement function has a role to play. 

• Developing the value case for establishing for-benefit practices is critical to success and should be 

approached as a total company initiative. 
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Procurement strategy 
with some social and 

environmental elements 
included

Procurement strategy 
with no considerations 

for suppliers’ social and 
environmental 
performance 

Procurement strategy 
and a separate 

responsible/sustainable 
sourcing strategy 

In addition to identifying and articulating key value drivers, it is important to determine how best to integrate 

for-benefit thinking into procurement strategies. Companies develop their procurement strategies to reflect 

the needs of their business. The same is true for how organizations can integrate for-benefit thinking into 

their existing procurement practices. The following are examples of how companies may structure their 

procurement strategies:

When for-benefit is the strategic choice of an organization, including its principles in procurement policies 

is pivotal to ensuring for-benefit suppliers are identified and that other suppliers become familiar with the 

concept for future conversion. 
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Challenge Description Mitigation Approach

Initial increase of price for materials 
and commodities sourced from 
for-benefit suppliers  

PRICE Build a ROI calculator: balance short-term costs and long-term gains 
Provide upfront investment to help for-benefit suppliers become 
cost competitive with non-for-benefit competitors
Dedicate dollars to fund for-benefit suppliers in the short term 
Delineate investment in for-benefit supplier spend vs. 
procurement “business as usual” YoY savings 

Difficulties in finding suppliers able and 
willing to meet your demand

LIMITED NUMBER 
OF SUPPLIERS

Leverage the collective demand of the For-Benefit Value Chains 
Alliance to create a new wave of for-benefit suppliers
Engage in non-competitive working groups/forums with competitors 
and peers to share challenges and solutions around identifying and 
sourcing from for-benefit enterprises; jointly create/support 
incubators/accelerators to spur growth of for-benefit suppliers

New suppliers can present a risk to 
material reliability requirements

LOW SUPPLIER 
BUY-IN

Pilot for-benefit buying in purchased goods that have fewer 
reliability requirements
Mitigate potential working capital constraints by creatively using 
purchasing agreements to help support and fund for-benefit suppliers

Lack of understanding by players in your 
supply chain of the process of converting 
to a for-benefit

SUPPLIER 
RELIABILITY

Prepare clear business case for for-benefit preference and 
communicate clearly to all supply-chain stakeholders
Prepare a supplier development and onboarding plan and task the 
procurement staff with executing it
Share materials around the supplier development/conversion 
“journey” to becoming for-benefit; share case studies

When developing a for-benefit sourcing framework, ensure clear 
process and protocol for identifying for-benefits at a standard that 
mitigates risks; regular supplier audits

Sourcing from for-benefits creates more 
exposure/risk for corporations because 
sourcing becomes directly traceable (vs. 
sourcing through certifications where 
organizations like Rainforest Alliance or 
Fairtrade absorb the risk instead)

RISK OF 
PURCHASE 
TRACEABILITY 
EXPOSURE 

Challenges
S E C T I O N  6

Adopting the for-benefit buying practice is likely to present internal and external challenges, such as low buy-

in within the organization or in the extended supplier network. These challenges can be addressed through 

key leadership interventions, a better articulation and understanding of the business case, and a gradual 

implementation process. A shift toward for-benefit sourcing cannot happen overnight. Being prepared to engage 

proactively with a range of stakeholders around these challenges will pave the way to successful implementation 

of a for-benefit sourcing strategy.
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Step 1: Develop For-Benefit Procurement  
       Strategy & Implementation Plan

Align a for-benefit procurement preference and embed it within your company’s sustainable sourcing 

strategy and policy, to avoid developing a new, stand-alone strategy.

Articulate a clear vision for the value (commercial, social, environmental) and alignment with the 

company’s broader business strategy (Reference Annex 2). 

Determine what to source and from where – geographies, categories, degree for spend (volumes, direct/

indirect spend, etc.).

Include a mandate within your procurement Policy for preferred suppliers that are for-benefit – have a 

clear impact target with KPIs (E.g. x% of procurement spend to be allocated to for-benefit enterprises 

starting in 2021). 

Allocate dedicated resources with the appropriate experience, knowledge, and skillsets and clear 

deliverables (Annex 3).

Develop an implementation plan and outline the milestones and resources needed to successfully launch 

for-benefit sourcing. 

Endorse the implementation strategy and launch it as part of the company wide initiative, to bring 

onboard internal stakeholders and customers.

Launch the initiative and track the milestones to ensure the implementation stays on target.

Implementation Framework
S E C T I O N  7
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Step 2: Communicate & Gain Internal Buy-In

Communicate value case - to be used as a ‘pitch deck’ to key internal stakeholders as required.

Leverage case studies to build awareness of for-benefit sourcing & procurement internally (education and 

build broader awareness). – Reference Section 4

• Leverage your company’s internal intranet / platform / newsletter / Facebook@Work, etc.

• Share the outputs of the initial pilot.

• Add a broader context - expose the real costs, risks and inequity in supply chains (adapt for your 

specific industry) to illustrate how for-benefit organizations are making a positive difference.  

Offer education to internal stakeholders on definition of, and value delivered through sourcing, from 

for-benefit suppliers to embed the right learning & capabilities across the organization.

Add content to existing Procurement portals / “resource page” for for-benefit organizations – videos, 

tools, etc.

Partner with fourth-sector organizations like Fourth Sector Group and the Buy For-Benefit Coalition.
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Step 3: Develop For-Benefit  
        Procurement Process

Determine focus areas and priorities for for-benefit sourcing: Identify pilot or focus areas of application for 

for-benefit sourcing with your organization. Consider a scoped geography, site, commodity, or category.

Identify for-benefit sourcing opportunities:

• Assess your current supplier base for existing for-benefits or suppliers that are good candidates for 

progressing toward conversion to a for-benefit model.

• Identify new for-benefit suppliers. In some areas, these resources exist within a marketplace for 

for-benefit enterprises (such as social enterprises), verified by a third party. (Example: Australia’s 

VendorPanel is a procurement platform available to all departments and agencies to access social-

benefit suppliers).

• Convert existing suppliers: Prepare a development plan for suppliers that may require time and 

assistance to become a for-benefit supplier.

• Where possible, segregate for-benefit suppliers into a single category or subcategory to manage 

them as a group with an agreed set of supplier management parameters (strategy, targets, review 

meetings, performance metrics).
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Integrate for-benefit criteria into the existing supplier qualification processes. For example, provide a 

checklist within your supplier questionnaire to help identify existing or potential for-benefit suppliers in the 

supply chain.

• Question 1: Does your company have a commitment to a social or environmental mission 

embedded in its structure, and a fiduciary duty tied to the mission? (Y/N) 

If yes, show proof/ provide references.

• Question 2: If Y, please tick as many of the following characteristics that apply to your 

business model:

Ownership of the business is distributed among employees

Decision-making is devolved to employees 

Employees are compensated fairly in line with their contributions

A minimum threshold % of profits is reinvested to realize a social/environmental goal

There is a clear social & environmental program of improvement in place

Social/environmental assets are protected from structural/governance changes

SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE
Question 1: Does your company have a commitment 
to a social or environmental mission embedded into its 
structure, and a fiduciary duty tied to the mission? 
     
       YES          NO

If yes, show proof/ provide references.

Question 2: If YES, please tick as many of the 
following characteristics that apply to your business 
model:

Ownership of the business is distributed among employees

Decision-making is devolved to employees 

Employees are compensated fairly in line with their 
contributions

A minimum threshold % of profits is reinvested to realize a 
social / environmental goal

There is a clear social & environmental program of 
improvement in place

Social / environmental assets are protected from 
structural/governance changes
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Integrate for-benefit criteria into your supplier evaluation and selection process, and develop a system for 

triggering a preference. 

Incorporate these levels into the technical evaluation of bids, either as mandatory pre-selection criteria or 

as a weighted technical score.
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Step 4: Engage For-Benefit Suppliers Process

Develop supplier communication, education, and development (e.g. awareness sessions for key suppliers– 

including articulation of the business case for for-benefit suppliers). For Tier 1 suppliers that might not 

themselves be or convert to for-benefit, engage them to encourage adoption of their own for-benefit 

sourcing strategy.

Develop tools for suppliers to help them understand for-benefits (e.g., determine if they meet the minimum 

criteria; provide steps they can take to become for-benefits, etc.). See Annex 4 for guidance on building the 

value case directly with suppliers.

Identify partners to provide supplier development/capacity-building activities to progress toward a for-

benefit structure (or for those that have met only the minimum requirements/characteristics, identify 

additional steps to take to progress along the for-benefit spectrum). 

Step 5: Measure & Report 

Determine what successful preferential procurement for for-benefits looks like for your organization and 

how to measure and communicate it.

Identify KPIs most relevant to your business and sustainable procurement/sourcing strategy.

Identify existing mechanisms that can be leveraged for tracking performance. 

Develop additional measurement tools to adequately capture the social and environmental impact of for-

benefit enterprises, as needed.
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Defining For-Benefit Organizations 
A N N E X  1

Two defining characteristics distinguish a for-benefit from other organizational models: 

1. Generates one or more social or environmental benefits as its primary purpose, and

2. Generates its revenue primarily through the sale or exchange of goods or services in the marketplace

In addition, most for-benefits also have one or more secondary characteristics, which include inclusive 

ownership, stakeholder governance, fair compensation, reasonable returns, social and environmental 

responsibility, transparency, and protected assets.

But what does this look like in practice? The following framework helps explain how for-benefit companies are 

structured and how they operate.
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Purpose 
At its heart, a for-benefit is organized and operated to advance one or more social or environmental objectives. 

Principles 
As values-driven businesses, many for-benefits aspire to operate in accordance with ethical principles, upholding the 

dignity of all people and having a positive impact on the environment.

Business Model 
A for-benefit generates its revenues primarily through market transactions, enabling it to become self-sustaining and 

scale its benefits to stakeholders and society.

Structure 
Through its policies, agreements, and processes, a for-benefit’s structure embeds its commitment to Purpose and 

Principles and amplifies its ability to deliver benefits to stakeholders.

Policies

Governance: 

• Does the company delegate stakeholders decision rights?

• Does the company grant stakeholders joint authority?

• To what extent do decision committees take into account criteria for benefits?

• Do committees exist to discuss how to benefit stakeholders (e.g., Sustainability committee)?

Recruiting:

• Does the employee value proposition include Purpose?

• Does the company seek to hire those that benefit from the job?

Performance management:

• Are pay and non-financial rewards linked to providing benefit? 

• Do role definitions include stakeholder benefits?

Culture:

• Does the company instill a culture linked to benefiting stakeholders? 
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Agreements

Ownership:

• Is the company held by owners who are aligned with its Purpose?

• Is the company held by its beneficiaries?  

Capital:

• Does the company have limits on returns such as reinvestment?

Assets:

• Does the company have limits on liquidation or resale?

Legal structure:

• Is the company set up to explicitly prioritize Purpose and Principles?

Processes

Reporting and auditing:

• Does the company report on how it benefits its stakeholders internally and externally?

• Are these reports audited by a third party?

Budgeting and planning:

• Does the company prepare budgets and plans alongside benefit KPIs?

Learning and development:

• Does the company teach employees how to employ the company’s Purpose and Principles?

• Does the company teach how to engage stakeholders?

Employee engagement:

• Does the company regularly consult with its employees?
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Functions
This is where aspiration is turned into action. Through activities across multiple functional areas, a for-benefit delivers 

on its Purpose and Principles by creating benefits for, and exchanging value with, each of its stakeholders:

Producing – delivering products and services to benefit customers and other stakeholders, and 

solve social and environmental problems. 

Employing – providing quality jobs, healthy work environments, fair compensation, and equal 

access to opportunity. 

Purchasing – buying practices that benefit suppliers through fair wages and labor conditions, 

developing their capabilities, and investing in local communities. 

Communicating – using voice to spread positive messaging, and advocating for stakeholder 

actions and policy reforms that promote a more inclusive, sustainable world.

Innovating – developing new products/services, processes, markets, and business models that 

reduce harms, benefit stakeholders, and improve the world. 

Investing – directing investments toward businesses and assets that minimize harms and generate 

social and environmental benefits. 

Feedback 
Organizations are living systems that require robust feedback to thrive. Continuously monitoring and communicating 

its social, environmental, and financial performance and impacts, a for-benefit provides feedback to keep stakeholders 

informed and engaged, optimizing delivery on its Purpose and Principles. This helps create a virtuous cycle of 

information and win-win value exchange amongst stakeholders:

• Customers reciprocate with brand loyalty and higher premiums.

• Employees reciprocate with increased engagement and productivity. 

• Owners reciprocate with a stronger commitment to the business for upholding their values.

• Suppliers reciprocate with higher quality products and increased flexibility. 

• Communities reciprocate with trust and support or infrastructure and enabling regulation.
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How to get there 

Moving to become an organization that is primarily for the benefit of its stakeholders is not necessarily an easy 

thing. Business leaders may see barriers: finding their purpose, managing investor expectations, or a business 

structure not made for the job. 

The trajectory of transforming into a for-benefit business will be different for every organization. It will involve 

a combination of functional and structural changes that evolve and mature over time. Some will be at a more 

nascent stage of maturity, where major barriers still exist to benefitting stakeholders. Others will be closer to a 

“gold standard” stage, where the organization’s structure guarantees a commitment to benefiting stakeholders, 

and strong mechanisms are in place to prevent mission drift. 

Every journey begins with a single step. That journey can start with a few simple questions. 

How does the company think about its purpose? What is its founding story? 

What is the company’s aspiration?  How will it benefit its stakeholders, through producing, employing, 

purchasing, communicating, innovating, and investing? How can these complement each other? 

What are the structural changes needed? What agreements, processes, and policies would help better 

deliver stakeholder benefits through these functions? 

Who are role models for the company? Who is pushing the boundaries on benefiting stakeholders?  

What would it take to catch up or go beyond?
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Alter Eco is a San Francisco-based chocolate company that decided it would dedicate its business to making 

a positive impact on people and the planet by being environmentally sustainable and benefiting its suppliers. 

Alter Eco sources its cacao from small scale farmer cooperatives with sustainable production and living 

conditions. It pays a premium price to support the growth of cooperatives and communities and provides 

targeted assistance for issues like food security, biodiversity, and gender equality. Environmentally, it partners 

with their farmers to regenerate the Amazon rainforest, planting enough trees to account for more than 100% 

of the company’s carbon expenditure. 

To hold itself accountable, Alter Eco developed a methodology to ensure its suppliers have the strongest 

performance on ESG factors possible and publish an annual report on its impact that includes how much they 

have invested in their farmers, the acreage of trees they’ve protected, and tons of waste they have avoided. 

It was also one of the first organizations to register as a public benefit corporation in Delaware, holding itself 

legally accountable to its purpose. Following this model, Alter Eco saw 35% YoY annual revenue growth before 

its acquisition in 2017. 

Though companies like Alter Eco may be small, they are outgrowing their industries. for-benefit chocolate 

brands like Alter Eco are projected to grow as much as seven times faster than traditional chocolate brands 

between 2015 and 2020. 

A for-benefit example: Alter Eco
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 Elements To Consider

Positive impact of for-benefit procurement on 
corporate values

Securing “license to operate” – establishing 
credibility when it comes to for-benefit – through 
regulation compliance
Developing manufacturing processes for for-benefit 
substitutes that diversify sourcing risk 

For-benefit procurement as an opportunity to 
further reduce the environmental impact through 
use of circularity

Potential of addressing various social and 
humanitarian causes through changes in the 
supply chain

Opportunities to create new jobs in the supply chain 
through engagement with suppliers, which support 
social needs

Use for-benefit buying to enhance and fast track 
existing sustainability programs/targets

New revenue streams through closed loop processes 
(e.g. by re-using products)
Price premium on products manufactured using 
for-benefit buying preference

Resource (energy, material, and water) productivity 
improvement through Green Six Sigma
Reduced waste and better equipment efficiency 
through total productive maintenance

Sustainable brand image positively affecting credit 
rating and funding cost
Better employee morale and talent retention linked 
to good labor practices

Value 
Case 

Opportunity

Building the Value Case
A N N E X  2

For a for-benefit supplier “preference” to be 

meaningful and lasting in your organization’s overall 

procurement strategy, it is critical to clearly articulate 

the value case for sourcing from for-benefit suppliers 

– in commercial as well as social and environmental 

terms. Below are some frameworks to assist in 

identifying, documenting, and then communicating 

the value drivers associated with bringing for-benefits 

into your supply chain. When building the value case, 

it is important to clearly define the scope – what part 

of your supply chain is in-scope (geography, category, 

product/ingredient) for determining the value case. 

You must also consider the priority categories against 

which to assess the value case. (See illustrative 

diagram below.) 

Value Drivers
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When making the case internally for for-benefit 

procurement, it is important to identify different 

models for layering for-benefit principles within the 

procurement strategy. While some companies may 

have a very clear procurement strategy without any 

connection to social or environment issues, others 

may have procurement strategies that fully integrate 

sustainability elements or have separate responsible or 

sustainable sourcing policies. 

Regardless of how an organization currently structures 

its procurement, there are different ways in which a 

for-benefit approach can be incorporated into existing 

practices. Which option to choose will greatly depend 

on an organization’s existing processes and strategic 

alignment. The figure below presents some options. 

It is worth noting that the for-benefit definition includes 

several elements that relate to how a business 

organizes itself to create societal and environment 

benefits. These may not yet be part of social and 

environmental criteria of existing procurement policies 

but are crucial for qualifying a for-benefit business. For 

details about the specific criteria that defines a for-

benefit business, please refer to Annex 1. 

Considerations for Integrating For-Benefit into Procurement Strategies:

Models for integrating for-benefit into responsible procurement strategy:

1. For-benefit as a chosen 
framework to drive 
responsible/sustainable 
sourcing

2. For-benefit as a separate 
pillar to existing 
(responsible/sustainable) 
procurement strategy

3. For-benefit criteria 
integrated in existing social 
and environmental criteria of 
procurement strategy

Procurement 
strategy 

For-benefit
Responsible procurement 

Envi-
ron-
ment

Social Others For-
benefit

Responsible procurement 

Environ-
mental

Social Others

For-benefit integrated in 
existing criteria
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The pathways presented above are valid for all types of organizations, including traditional businesses, service 

and transformation businesses, or startups and governments. Whichever path an organization chooses to 

integrate for-benefit thinking into its procurement policy, it is crucial to:

• Clearly outline criteria for when and how for-benefit suppliers may gain advantage from their focus on 

social and environmental purpose. This will help to incentivize suppliers to incorporate the for-benefit logic 

to transform their businesses, potentially creating a cascade effect within the supply chain. 

• Properly integrate for-benefit principles into all elements of procurement strategy. It is important to go 

beyond integrating for-benefit criteria into the procurement policy. It is pivotal that for-benefit thinking be 

embedded into supplier selection, supplier management, contract granting, long-term incentive plans, etc. 

By integrating for-benefit thinking into the overall procurement strategy, an organization may drive other 

suppliers to consider moving toward becoming a for-benefit organization.  

Time and Effort:

SHORT TERM LONG TERM

HIGH EFFORT

LOW EFFORT

Awareness, training 
and education of 
for-benefit underway

Develop 
supplier 
evaluation 
parameters

Policy & practice 
of for-benefit 
fully embedded 
in org.

Internal stakeholders 
on board

Communication 
to suppliers

Announcement to 
external stakeholders 
about for-benefit 
procurement policy / 
commitment

For-benefit 
supplier 
development 
plans finalized

Additionally, consider Time and 

Effort required to implement the 

for-benefit buying practice within 

your organization. Both short- and 

long-term actions are required – 

ranging from communications to 

the development and integration 

of new policies, processes, and 

tools – all of which entail varying 

levels of effort.
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Sample - For-Benefit Procurement 
Strategy Manager Job Profile

A N N E X  3

Job Description: For-Benefit Procurement Strategy Manager

Experience required: 5-10 years of Procurement, category management and/or supplier management

Education level: Bachelor, Master preferred

 

Context for the role

For-benefit procurement practice is a paradigm shift in the way businesses buy materials and services from their supplier 

base. Unlike traditional procurement, which primarily focuses on value for money, materials availability, and risk of supply, 

the for-benefit methodology looks beyond the immediate and obvious value to assess the suppliers’ broader activity in 

the market, including sustainability practices; equality of pay; gender equality; and attempts to address environmental, 

humanitarian, and societal problems. The for-benefit framework assesses the overall impact of the supplier on the planet, 

environment, society, its employees, and its customers in the process of value creation. 

Role purpose

The For-Benefit Strategy Manager role introduces the for-benefit buying concept into the organization. This role is 

accountable for educating internal stakeholders and outside suppliers alike about for-benefit procurement. This role will 

design and implement the for-benefit strategy for direct/indirect goods and materials and will serve as an information and 

process hub for for-benefit procurement knowledge aggregation and dissemination.  

Tasks & Responsibilities: 

Develop and endorse the value case for for-benefit 

procurement within the procurement/sourcing function.

Design, socialize, approve, and distribute a for-benefit 

procurement category strategy for direct/indirect goods 

and materials. 

Design and conduct training and educational sessions 

to onboard internal customers and peers in the 

procurement organization

Prepare the onboarding plan for for-benefit suppliers.

Develop a timeline and schedule for supplier onboarding.

Design the performance scorecard and KPIs for 

for-benefit suppliers.

Integrate for-benefit procurement methodology and 

processes into the procurement policy. 

 

Deliverables: 

For-benefit value case

For- benefit buying strategy

Supplier onboarding plan

Performance scorecard

Required Skills:

Understanding of the current global issues and trends in 

circular economy and their implications for procurement

Ability to think strategically and create policies and 

processes

Strong and effective decision-making 

Effective at interpreting complex and multiple sources 

of information to make decisions

Strong program management skills

Ability to improve processes to eliminate activities that 

don’t add value

Highly effective at collaboration

Natural curiosity, self-awareness 

Effective at influencing others, including executive 

management

Strong knowledge of procurement best practices
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Making the Value Case to Suppliers
A N N E X  4

Engaging and educating suppliers about the for-benefit buying practice is a critical component of a successful 

for-benefit procurement strategy. Given the paradigm shift in how businesses must approach the purchase of 

materials and services, a proactive campaign to help suppliers understand and embrace this change is key. It 

is important not only to share materials that explain what distinguishes for-benefit businesses from traditional 

business models (see Annex 1), but also to illustrate the value proposition: why suppliers should care where 

and how they might meet the for-benefit procurement criteria.

The goal of the for-benefit supplier conversion is to 

influence the supplier ecosystem to adopt for-benefit 

methodology and behavior, and to create a wave of 

change throughout the entire supply chain (i.e., Tier 1 

suppliers will cascade for-benefit practices into their 

respective Tier 2, Tier 3, etc., groups).

For-benefit methodology should be embedded 

into the buying organization’s continuous service 

improvement documentation and be established 

as an essential part of supplier development plans. 

Such plans may include educational and awareness 

sessions, timelines, milestones and agreed conversion 

activities, measuring and acceptance methods, etc. 

Below are some examples of the value case that can be leveraged in communications with new or potential for-

benefit suppliers. 
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Value Case for Suppliers
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For-Benefit Training & Development 
Assistance

A N N E X  5

Accenture is a Buy For-Benefit (B4B) Coalition 

Knowledge Partner and has committed to leverage 

its vast training content and other resources on 

the Accenture Academy platform to support online 

learning and development required for successful 

implementation of the for-benefit procurement practice 

in alignment with the B4B Coalition objectives. 

Accenture Academy is a powerful way to meet 

the complex learning and performance needs 

for procurement functions and suppliers for the 

for-benefit procurement practice. The Academy 

provides a flexible learning approach to understand 

and implement for-benefit procurement across 

the necessary levels of an organization. Existing 

training content on the platform covers multiple 

subjects across procurement, supply chain, and 

sustainability. New courses under development will 

focus specifically on training for staff on for-benefit 

skills – ranging from developing the business case to 

engaging and onboarding for-benefit suppliers.

Accenture Academy’s solution provides B4B members 

with free access to a selection of online training 

courses available on the Accenture Academy website. 

The course content will help members increase 

value while training their broader workforce on the 

advantages of for-benefit procurement. 

To find out more, or to enroll in Accenture Academy, 

please visit the Accenture Academy website 

(www.accentureacademy.com)

Below are six categories of training courses 

recommended by B4B and its partners to advance the 

for-benefit procurement practice.
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For-Benefit Context, Purpose, and Principles 
(coming soon)

Fundamentals of For-Benefit Procurement 
(coming soon)

Developing a Business Case for the For-Benefit 
Category of Suppliers (coming soon)

Validation and Onboarding of For-Benefit 
Suppliers (coming soon)

Performance Metrics for For-Benefit Suppliers 
(coming soon)

For-Benefit

Analyzing Ethics and Social Responsibility in 
International Business 

Applying Strategic Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) in Business

Mapping and Auditing the Supply Chain for 
Socially Responsible Practices

Onboarding the New Suppliers in Compliance 
with Socially Responsible Business Practices

Risks of Human Trafficking in Supply Chain

Social Responsibility Performance Measurement

The Internal and External Impacts of Digital 
Procurement Strategies 

The Need for Governing Policies for Socially 
Responsible Business Practices

Social Benefits

Creating a Plan to Identify and Mitigate 
Unconscious Bias

Delivering Value through Supplier Diversity

Global Sourcing and Production Considerations

Leveraging the Diversity of a Multigenerational 
Workforce

Realities of Adopting a Supplier Diversity Program

Success Factors for Supplier Diversity in 
Procurement

The Business Case for Supplier Diversity

The Importance of Cultural Awareness

New Employment Opportunities

Achieving Sustainability in Procurement

Introduction to Sustainable Performance

Sustainability Metrics and Reporting

Sustainability
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Environmental Risks in the Supply Chain

Introduction to Waste Management Treaties 
and Laws

Life Cycle Assessment

Preparing for Environmental Risks in the 
Supply Chain

Responding to Environmental Risks in the 
Supply Chain

Spotlight on Closed-Loop Supply Chain

Spotlight on the Circular Economy

Sustainability: Waste Management

Environmental Impact Courses

Accountability and Emotional Intelligence 

Actions that Promote a Trust-Based Environment

Implementing Ethical Standards and Managing

Compliance in Procurement and Sourcing

Spotlight on Leading and Managing Across 
Different Cultures

Spotlight on Multigenerational Workforces

Alignment with Corporate Values
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